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Meeting again after a long break 

7 June 2011 

 

 

Remember the Processing workshop? Forgot it? We,, I hope not, and if you do, then be reminded that our 

last three meetings are approaching rapidly. These are their dates: 

 

Saturday, 18 June, from 11 to 18 

Sunday, 19 June, from 10 to 18 

Saturday, 25 June, from 11 to 18 (reserved in part for your presentations!) 

 

The first two of these meetings are dedicated to more experiments in Processing along our line of „On 

precise and vague concepts“, which I interpreted mainly as „From vague to precise concepts“. We definetely 

made progress at the meeting in May, but we would need two more weekends instead of just one. I will, 

therefore, re-arrange the topics a bit. 

Besides the general reminder that we now are about to meet again, I want to draw your attention to the 

question of credit and how to gain it if that is what you are interested in. There are 13 names on my list 

who I consider to be serious participants. Of them, six have indicated an interest in collecting credit points. 

They are: Viviana, Nanda, Ashish, Xiafeng, Genin, Li.  

The form for credit work is an independent study. You work on a topic that you develop into a „sketch“. You 

present this in class. It must satisfy certain minimal conditions. And you write a short report about your 

work. You start all this from a written agreement. I have such texts from all six of you. However, they are 

still not detailed enough in some cases. Each one of you will get a copy of the current version as I have it. 

We must take some time during breaks on 18 June to find final formulations. We will use part of the 

meeting on 25 June for presentations and discussion of your work. 

Remember also that we had chosen Structure and Chaos as our general topical frame. We should make 

sure that your topics fit into this. 

 

As always for weekend, bring some food and drinks. Most of all, I wish you will all come and join for an 

enjoyable and fruitful weekend with Processing. I promise that we all will make progress in our 

understanding of programs as realizations of precise concepts. 


